Landscape Forms Expands its Santa & Cole Urbidermis Partnership with New Slope and Tumbler Lights

Kalamazoo, MI – February 17, 2020 – Landscape Forms, North America’s leading designer and manufacturer of high-design LED lighting, site furniture, structure, and accessories, introduces Slope and Tumbler lights from Barcelona-based Santa & Cole Urbidermis. “We are proud to offer our North American customers more high-quality, high-design products from Santa & Cole Urbidermis,” says Landscape Forms Chief Executive Officer Marjorie Simmons. “In the 10-plus years that we’ve been the exclusive distributor of its products, Santa & Cole Urbidermis has become a close partner to Landscape Forms. Our products complement each other well as do our cultures and design philosophies.”

Sam Hecht and Kim Colin of London-based Industrial Facility designed Slope and Tumbler lights to contribute a softer, domestic element into what they call “the urban living room.”

“The caliber of the designers that Santa & Cole Urbidermis partners with is exciting for Landscape Forms,” says Vice President of Marketing and Design and Chief Creative Officer Kirt Martin. “Industrial Facility is a well-respected firm, known for pristine, well-designed, and well-engineered products. We’re thrilled to offer their designs to North American lighting designers and architects.”

From Tumbler’s friendly character to Slope’s sleek minimalist form, the lines offer solutions for multiple applications and aesthetics. The broad Tumbler line includes area, wall-mounted, and catenary luminaires with three LED configurations, three power outputs, and six symmetric and three asymmetric distributions. Slope’s area and wall-mounted lights have two LED configurations, three power outputs, and three asymmetric distributions. Both lighting lines offer 3000K and 4000K color temperatures, clear and diffused glass lens, and full cut-off.

Visit Landscape Forms at booth GB 507 during exhibit hall hours at LEDucation to view the Slope and Tumbler products.

About Landscape Forms

Landscape Forms is the industry leader in integrated collections of high-design site furniture, structures, accessories, and advanced LED lighting. Since its founding in 1969 Landscape Forms has earned a reputation for excellent design, high quality products and exceptional service. The company is headquartered in Kalamazoo, Michigan, with manufacturing facilities in Kalamazoo and Phoenix, Arizona, and sales representatives throughout North America, South America, the United Kingdom, Australia, the United Arab Emirates and Asia. Landscape Forms collaborates with renowned industrial designers and consultancies, landscape architects, and architects to design and develop integrated collections of products that address emerging needs and help create a sense of place. Additionally, the company has formed global marketing partnerships with select companies that share its commitment to design. Landscape Forms has an installed base of products around the world. Clients include municipalities, transit centers, corporate, college and health care campuses; and familiar brand leaders such as Harvard University, Linked In, New York Central Park Conservancy, Bryant Park, Google, Coca Cola, Oculus, U.S. Tennis Association (USTA), Nike, National Museum of African American History (Washington, D.C.), Barclays Center, Adidas, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Microsoft, and Uber.
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